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ABSTRACT

A work on the Japan Research Reactor No.4 (JRR-4) core modification from high-
enriched fuels to low-enriched ones was started in 1996 and completed in May 1998. As a
part of the work, Operation Supporting System (OSS) was adopted for the purpose of
reducing load of operator, preventing operator's error and supplying operation data to users.

As the result of adopting this system, integrated monitoring, automation of part of
reactor operation and data management were realized. In addition, the cooling control system
was compacted.

1. INTRODUCTION

JRR-4 is a light water moderated and cooled, graphite reflected, pool-type reactor
with the thermal output of 3500kW. In February 1996, a work on core modification from
high-enriched fuels to low-enriched ones was started and completed in May 1998. As a part of
the work, Operation Supporting System (OSS) was adopted for the purpose of reducing load
of operator, preventing operator's error and supplying operation data to users.

OSS consists mainly of a workstation (WS) and two computers ( U XL and Personal
Computer : PC). WS is used for collection of operation data, HXL for cooling system
control and PC for operators' support. All of the program applications used in WS and these
computers are designed to make sure of high flexibility for the demands on modification from
operators and new operation modes.

In this paper, configuration and characteristics of JRR-4 Operation Supporting
System are described.
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2. CONFIGURATION

Hardware configuration of OSS is shown in Fig.l. OSS consists mainly of WS, U
XL and PC.

U XL is an industrial computer for monitoring and control. The reliability of fl XL
has been proved from longtime and widely use in process control. It is used as monitoring and
control of the cooling control system in JRR-4. All data of the cooling control system is
collected into fl XL through the RL bus, while some digital signals are output.

WS collects data such as nuclear instrumentation, and it stores and manages all data
in OSS. Data from nuclear instrumentation are collected in WS through the VXI bus. The
VXI bus is excellent in the high-speed measurement and noise-proof property. It is suitable
for processing the data on such as the nuclear instrumentation

PC is a DOS/V machine generally used. In OSS, PC is a display for the operator
support. Operation data are read from WS by using NFS (Network File System), and they are
displayed. And the display signal is sent to reactor power indicator by using RS-485.

These machines are connected Ethernet, and the data are shared among them.
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Fig.l Configuration of JRR-4 Operation Supporting System

3. COOLING SYSTEM CONTROL and MONITORING

For the purpose of digital controlling and compacting the cooling control system,
At XL is adopted in OSS. P-Xh has been used for a long time as an industrial control
computer, and it is the equipment with the high reliability. So, it is suitable for control of the
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nuclear reactor. The data are usually processed in 1 second period. This is a sufficient period
in order to process the slow-changing parameter, such as the coolant temperature in JRR-4.
And, the fast-changing parameter, such as coolant flow rate in JRR-4, is processed in 0.2
second period. Therefore, reactor safety is ensured, because alarm signal is output
immediately when the reactor becomes in an abnormal status. In addition, U XL calculates
such data as thermal output, using analog input data. The main data of fl XL are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1 Main Data of

Analog input data

Digital input data

Calculated data

Primary/Secondary coolant temperature, Primary/Secondary
coolant flow rate, Core-tank water level, Pool water level,
Electric conductivity, pH, Pump pressure, Valve situation,
Motor current and so on.
Valve situation signal (opening/closing or full-open/close),
Pump start/stop signal, Alarm signal, Scram signal,
Selective switch ( U XL/manual control) signal
Thermal output, Temperature gradient,
Flow rate moving average

The II XL data can be displayed on the screen (CRT2). Data are generally displayed
at the meter type. In addition, these are also displayed at the trend graphs with time scale of
160 minutes, 72 hours or 196 hours. By adjusting operation mode, data that are necessary for
the operation are placed on the screen. The U- XL data are saved as a text file in 4 seconds
period by the application program which is programmed with BASIC language. Then, this
data file is sent to WS by using FTP (File Transfer Protocol) in 4 seconds period.

Beside signals of alarm, graphic panel and operation are output from ti XL. The
main output data from II XL are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Main Output from UXL

alarm signal

BCD signal for graphic panel
equipment operation signal

test signal

Thermal output high, Flow rate low,
Temperature high, Pump pressure,
Core-tank water level low, Pool water level low
Temperature, Flow rate, Water level
Valve open/close, Pump start/stop, Fan start/stop
Primary coolant temperature, Primary coolant flow
rate, Core-tank water level, Pool water level

The data are usually output in 1 second period as well as in case of input data. But
the alarm signals are output in 0.2 second period in order to ensure the quick response for
safety. And, I±XL application programs are designed so that sub alarm is output with
warning messages on CRT and warning sound before alarm signal occurs. So, the operator is
able to deal early with abnormal state. In addition, many alarm relays were not needed to use
since Digital Control System (DCS) were realized adopting tt XL. And the cooling control
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system was compacted.
The sequence control is executed in some automatic controls of making the

automatic formation of cooling circuit and setting the constant flow rate (8m3/minute).

Using the test signals from MXL, checks for states before startup, alarms and
scrams are effectively executed in the reactor operating system. The pre-startup check can be
finished earlier than one in the past system.

4. DATA COLLECTION and PROCESSING

A data collection and processing system in WS with VXI bus is made for collection
of fast-changing data (for example: from nuclear instrumentation) and for supply of data to
the user. The VXI bus is on extended VME bus, which widely used in industrial data
measurement, and excellent in high-speed measurement and noise-proof property. It is
suitable for processing data of the nuclear instrumentation. Besides, the system is expansive
to meet the number of process data increases in future. The main data of WS is shown in
Table 3.

Table 3 Main Data of WS
analog input signal

digital input signal

calculated data

Start-up Ch, Liner-N Ch, Safety Ch, Log-N/Period Ch, FFD monitor,
Liquid monitor, Magnet Voltage, Fast Scram Signal
Rod position, FC detector position, FC scalar, Power demand,
Range signal, Contact signal
Average reactor power, Nominal reactor power, Reactivity,
Signal deviation

The application program is programmed in C language (ANSI) and SICL. Data are
collected in 0.1 second period and saved as a binary file. This is a proper period in order to
process data of the nuclear instrumentation. This WS data and cooling control system data
sent to WS from U XL (detailed data shown in Table. 1 and Table.3) are integrated and saved
for a data file in 1 second period by the another application program. These data files are
utilized to the operation support or the data supply. WS works as the NFS (Network File
System) server so these data files are supplied to PC and user. Besides, when abnormality in
the reactor is occurred, the data concerning of the abnormal occurrence are referred in detail
by these data files and are useful to early find the cause of the abnormality.

5. DATA DISPLAY

From the high generality of computer and easiness of hardware upgrade, a personal
computer (PC) is adopted as a data display computer (CRT1) in OSS. An operation data file is
read from WS in the 0.1 second period for displaying the fast-changing parameters. Operator
can select and observe the necessary data for all operation.
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The types for data display are round meter, bar graph and digital display. These data
are renewed automatically in 0.2 second period. Some data, such as from power, safety and
Lin-N channels, are possible to display trend graph with recorder type renewed in 1 second
period.

Operating System (OS) of PC is Windows NT. Application programs of PC are
programmed in the Visual BASIC. Therefore, it is possible that PC is manipulated in a similar
way of Windows95/98. So, training of the operator is not almost needed before using this PC
(CRT1).

Operating record list is made and saved as an Excel file. The operating record list,
which the operator has made once, can be made at the same format with MS Excel. The
operation data are recorded manually or automatically. In automatic record mode, first, the
data are recorded after 5 minutes when reactor power arrives at 20W (first criticality). Next,
the data are recorded after 10 minutes in case of reactor power arrives at any power. Finally,
the data are recorded in 1 hour period when reactor power is kept constant.

The numerical value of reactor power is taken in effective digit of two by the
application program, and is displayed on reactor power indicator installed at the three places
in JRR-4. This reactor power is given by two methods, manual input or automatic calculated
at PC. It is sent to indicators by using RS-485.

6. COUNTERMEASURE in ABNORMAL STATE of OSS

At present, it is impossible to prove the verification of OSS hardware and software
completely. Therefore, assuming the case when abnormality of OSS happens, OSS is designed
as follows.

By the selective switch, control of the cooling control system can be changed by l±
XL control or by manual control, as shown in Fig.l. The M XL control is quitted in the
abnormal case, and reactor operation is possible to be done by manual control. P.XL is
designed so that it outputs not scram signal but alarm signal. Scram signal, which is more
important than alarm signal, is output at the hardwired system regardless of //XL. So,
dangerous state is avoided without relating to the condition of p. XL.

WS and PC are designed so that they do not completely control the reactor. So, these
have no possibility to cause the reactor malfunctions by WS or PC. The meters necessary to
operate reactor are installed at the operation console (Fig.2). Therefore, it would be possible
to operate the nuclear reactor when OSS could not be used.

Like the above, OSS has been designed so that the safety of the nuclear reactor
would be ensured even if malfunction or inoperative action was caused by some computers.
Therefore, reactor operation is possible to be continued any time.

The alternative machine can always been prepared for immediate change of the
hardware when machine became abnormal with its hardware.
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Fig.2 JRR-4 Operation Console

7. CONCLUSION

JRR-4 Operation Supporting System realized reducing load of operator, data
management (operation data and operation record list) and improvement of reliability for
reactor operation (preventing operator's error). And the following efficient operation became
possible.

- Compact system by Digital Control System (DCS)
- Centralized management of the cooling control system
- Automation of part of reactor operation for cooling control system
- Data management, storage and supply
- Integrated monitoring with CRT display

OSS has high reliability, because it consists of WS, computers and the other
equipment, which are used at industrial field for a long time. Problems of hardware and
software, for example AC.2000 problem, are surely solved by the manufacturer and upgrade
of OSS is easy to adopt operator's needs. In addition, OSS has high flexibility, because its
program applications can be upgraded easily.

Now, JRR-4 Operation Supporting System has been using satisfactorily and will
become more widely use in future.
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